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Now you really can take accurate NO2 measurements at air pollution hot-spots 
without having to worry about site power or planning permission. With the   
SmogBox, you just pull it along, taking measurements as you go, and when 
you get there, you simply secure the unit to something suitable and leave it  
running, from either its own battery pack or connected to the mains (if available).  
Simple! 

Essentially, The SmogBox is a T500U CAPS, fast-responding, high precision, MCERTS 
approved, direct NO2 analyser with GPS tracking and real-time web enabled data collection 
and visualization.  

Monitoring on the  
move!

What’s in the SmogBox?



 
 

The SmogBox investigates
The SmogBox has already been out and about helping perform important, air quality research, 
in various locations in the UK.

As part of our testing process, in September 2018 we took the SmogBox to Brighton to measure air quality along the seafront 
and compare it to that of the back streets. As one would expect, NO2 levels were measured at their lowest along the seafront 
but never fell below 10ppb. However, levels did peak at almost 100ppb away from the seafront, on North St, close to the Royal 
Pavilion.

In the summer of 2018 ET’s Mike Webley took the SmogBox  
to meet the BBC at the Thames in Greenwich where Local 
residents were concerned about proposals for a new wharf that 
would see fifty five more cruise ships a year dock in the area. 
Concerns were for the impact that would have on the already 
high pollution levels. Their findings were broadcast on BBC 
London evening news.

Shipping emissions along the Thames

The SmogBox’s route in Brighton AQ study



ARA N-FRM

•   Investigating NO2 concentrations from different modes of transport. Car, bus, train, underground, walking etc.

•   Investigating indoor air quality levels. Offices, bus stations, train stations etc.

•   Short-term monitoring of hotspots at locations such as schools, hospitals, car parks, etc.

Applications

Features and Benefits
• Battery and mains powered. Can be used on-the-move or when stationary.

• GPS sensor for mapping pollution levels.

• Weblogger for automatically transferring data to website for viewing.

• Reference method NO2 analyser (professional, gold standard NO2 measurement).
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